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Hello, and Welcome to the WiZ Experience! 

 

This document will guide you through the world of WiZ, and save time by highlighting 

the key features of our connected lights. 
 

Downloading the WiZ App 

 
Before you start, make sure you install the WiZ App from either Google Play or the 

Apple App Store (both offer the same set of features). The app can also scale to fit 

tablets as needed.  

 
 

Our apps are developed in-house, giving you the best possible user experience. We 

keep our FAQs up-to-date in 6 languages and provide live, in-app chat support to 

answer any questions (Support tab of your app). 

 

Installing and Pairing WiZ Connected Bulbs and Lamps  

 
WiZ is connected through the app and your home’s 2.4 GHz Wi-Fi network (most 

common). But since most new routers are dual-bandwidth (both 2.4 GHz and 5GHz), 

ensure you select the 2.4 GHz network which covers a wider range than the 5GHz. To 

make sure your phone is on the 2.4GHz network, either select it in the list of available 

networks on your phone or go into the router settings and temporarily de-activate 
the 5GHz network (you can activate it again after pairing is done).  

 
If this is not possible and the lights are not found, try putting the lights in pairing 
mode, then walking a short distance away from the router (try a couple of rooms 

away). Due to the short range of 5GHz networks, your phone should auto-connect 
to the 2.4GHz at this point. Once connected, you can start pairing in the app. You 

can pair as many lights as you want at the same time. 

 

Tip! Metallic lamp cages on fixtures can negatively impact network reception, try in 

another lamp if you’re having issues. 

 
First, you either create a home or join an existing one. Let’s say that you are creating 

a new home, you will have to do the following; 
- Name your home 



- Tap on the ‘+’ sign to add a room (you can name your own, or select from 

the list of standard rooms) 

- Press ‘Add a device’ and enter your Wi-Fi password 

 

Then, follow the simple instructions on your mobile screen. 1. Turn OFF your light(s), 2. 

Turn ON your lights, 3. Tap on ‘Start’. Your lights should pair within a few seconds. 

Once all the lights have been found, tap on ‘Finish’. 

 

 

 

 
 

 

WiZ lamps are super easy to pair. All you need to do is follow the prompts on your 

app screen, and you should be ready to get started in no time. 
 

In case you face any issue during the pairing process, feel free to contact our 
support team using the in-app chat. 
 

Tip! You may not be able to get in pairing mode if your lights are attached to a 

dimmer. Try pairing the lights in another room without a dimmer or attached to a 
lamp with a switch. Once paired and programmed, you can move the light to the 

preferred location. 



WiZ Home Structure 

 
The WiZ lighting system’s bridgeless design means they are easier to install and 

manage than many other connected lights. They are also designed to be extremely 
scalable when used with modern routers and new WiFi mesh solutions. 
For convenience, we developed an intuitive structure to group and control the 

lights.  
 

On the app, your Home contains Rooms. It’s in the Rooms where you are able to see 

and manage individual or groups of WiZ lights. To allow better organization and 
control of your WiZ lights, we’ve created some common room types, such as Living 

Room, Bedroom, Bathroom etc. This allows for easier management and control at 

room level. 

 
You can add as many lights as you want in each room, operate them individually, or 
group them together to control as one. If needed, you can also move lights from 

room-to-room and simply adjust the settings of each light from the app.  
 

 
 
The Home structure is also useful for voice control settings. For example, Amazon 

Alexa and the Google Assistant understand the Rooms and map your home for 

voice control. 
 

Light Modes and Control 
 

WiZ lights are fully controllable and have several pre-programmed light modes for 

easy access with different uses in mind. Some of them are basic, allowing for control 



of white lights, and others more nuanced, to add mood lighting, or to add some fun! 
Of course, light output and performance depend on the light mode used. 

 
The most common controls are changing the type of White lighting (Warm white, 

Cool white or Daylight for example). There are Simple light controls that are more 

nuanced or add simple mood lighting, like changing the lights for a cozy setting, 
seeing better rendition of true colors, enhancing your focus, helping you relax, or 

settling in to watch TV. Dynamic light modes showcase the full power of the color 

LEDs in fun categories like Ocean, Romance, Fireplace or even Mojito. 

 

 

 
 

 
If you want the maximum brightness or lumen output, along with a high Color 

Rendering Index (CRI), select Daylight mode with 100% brightness. For the highest 

CRI, try True Colors mode. Try starting or ending your day with the Progressive modes 

like Wake-up and Bedtime, where the lights turn on or off slowly over 30 minutes. 

 

Tip! If you want to measure Lumen output of any lamp, select Daylight mode with 

100% brightness. 
 

Most dynamic light modes have some randomization, so if you have more than one 

light in the same mode next to each other, they de-synchronize on purpose to make 



the effect more natural and immersive. Only Pastel color mode has no 

randomization.  

 
If you want two lights to always behave the same way (because they are part of a 

multi-bulb fixture for example), long press on a lamp icon and drag it on top of 
another one. This will create a Group. Groups only work for lamps of the same type 

(e.g. all WiZ Colors or all WiZ Whites). Remember, Dynamic light modes will still de-

synchronize among a group. 

 

Tip! You can save custom colors and whites and use them again. Simply select it in 

the palette and tap “Add”. 

 

WiZ Scenes 

 
After a bit of time spent adjusting and playing around with the WiZ lights in a room, 
you might have the right combination of colors and intensities. If so, you can save 

your settings and recall them at any time, thanks to WiZ Scenes.  

 
A Scene allows you to save a snapshot of the status of all the lights of a room, so that 

you can easily recall the same setting with a tap of the screen or even with your 
voice through Amazon Alexa, the Google Assistant and Siri Shortcuts. You can also 

trigger Scenes through IFTTT applets. 
 

 
 

Once you like the result, just navigate to Scene (Android is via the main menu and 

iOS on the bottom of the app screen) and then tap the  symbol, select the room 
and then click Save (Android) or Create this Scene (iOS). This will store all the current 

settings of all the lights in the room.  

 



After you have created a Scene, you can tap on the "Add to Siri" button (available 

on iOS) at the bottom of the Scene card. You can then assign a sentence to this 

Scene. When Siri recognizes this sentence, the scene will be triggered. 
 

 

 
 

Note: Siri Shortcuts is only available for devices running on iOS 12 or above. 

 

Tip: You can add a picture to capture the feeling using the Camera icon. 

 

Voice Control and IFTTT Integration 

 
Voice control and interoperability with other systems are available via Integrations 
with the most popular players out there, for example Alexa, Google Assistant, Siri 

Shortcuts (for iOS) and IFTTT. To activate an integration, you need to go to ‘Settings’ 

from the ‘Menu’ bar. Then select ‘Integrations’ under Settings. After setup, get ready 

to play with your lights. 

 
With Alexa and the Google Assistant, you can turn on/off lights, change brightness, 

change color of rooms or individual lights and even recall saved Scenes. All you 

have to do is say the wake words “Alexa”, “Okay Google” followed by the 

command. 

 
• Turn on [device name] 
• Dim [device name] to X % (it sets brightness to X%) 

• Brighten [device name] by Y (it adds Y% to current brightness) 
• Dim [device name] by Z (it subtracts Z% to current brightness) 

• Turn on [scene name] 
• Set [lamp name] to red, blue, green... 

• Set [lamp name] to warm white, daylight, cool white... 



• If you are an Amazon Alexa or Google Home app user, you can integrate your 

lights with your personal routines. Simply say one command and your assistant 

will do multiple things. For example;  

Say "Alexa / Hey Google, good morning"... 

And your Assistant can: 

• Adjust your WiZ lights 

• Take your phone off silent (only when initiated via an Android device).  

• Adjust thermostats, play music and more 

 

IFTTT (If This Then That) is a platform which allows interconnection with other IoT 

products and thousands of usage scenarios. WiZ now has 100+ applets on the IFTTT 

platform. 

 

 

 

Advanced Settings 

 
The app also offers many additional choices of customization under the Settings 

menu. You can modify or join Homes others have created, as well as adjusting Room 

and Light settings. For example, each room type has default values for Fade-in and 

Fade-out for the lamps in it, but you can change as you wish. If you want full 

brightness instantly, put fade-in to zero. If you want to have a smoother On and Off, 
increase the values. 
 

WiZclick is another feature that makes your existing switches smarter and can cycle 

through your two preferred light modes Favorite 1 and Favorite 2. Favorites are in the 

lamp's memory, so even without the internet, WiZclick will work just fine. 
 

We also have WiZ widgets for Android and iOS devices. By adding widgets, you can 

turn on and turn off your lights by rooms and/or home from your mobile’s home 

screen, just with a single tap.  



 
 

Tip! If you’re wondering why your lamps won’t revert to the last light mode when 

turning on manually, this is because WiZclick is enabled. You can disable WiZclick in 

settings or adjust your Favorite 1 and 2. By default, Favorite 1 is Warm White. 

 

Invite 
 

Adding a Guest is simple and limits their ability to access or change lighting options 

on your network. Simple select Members inside the Settings tab, then click Invite to 

generate an invitation to your guest. The guest will only be able to control the lights 
when connected to the local Wi-Fi network and you can even set an expiration 

date.  

 

Rhythms 

 
***Starting from May 2019, Rhythms upgrade and replace Scheduled Presets. If you 

were using Scheduled Presets before, your presets will be migrated and transformed 

into custom rhythms.*** 

 

Rhythms come from a simple observation: you need different types of lighting at 

different times of the day. 

 
With Rhythms, WiZ lights will transition automatically between different modes and 

brightness levels, in order to replicate the natural lighting patterns our body is used to 
– from a cooler, brighter white in the morning and around noon, to a dimmer and 

warmer white in the evening. 



You can use the Circadian Rhythm provided by default, or build your own 

customized rhythm. 

 

Gradual transitions (Circadian Rhythm) 

Lights using the Circadian rhythm will: 
- Gradually brighten in the morning, using cool white. 
- The white will then become more neutral and even brighter during the day. 

- When evening gets closer, the lights will start to dim and get warmer, until they 
eventually turn into night light mode for bedtime. 

 
Transitions are slow and smooth.  

 

You can adjust the time for wake-up and bedtime, and the rhythm will adapt 

automatically. To do so, tap on "Edit" at the bottom of the Circadian rhythm card. 

 

Since it is a default setting, Circadian Rhythm cannot be deleted. 
 

Rhythms are defined room by room, so you can enable a rhythm only in the rooms 

where you need one. 
 

1. Find the Rhythms menu 
- On iOS, head to the Rhythms tab. 

- On Android, open the side menu and go to Rhythms. 
2. Select the room in which you want to enable a Rhythm. 

3. Enable the Rhythms feature with the toggle on the top right corner. 

4. Swipe between the available Rhythms and select the one you want to apply 
by tapping on the "Select" button in the top right corner of the Rhythm card. 

 

 



Custom Rhythm 

 

Custom rhythms let you define the mode and brightness for every "light point", so you 

can gain full control over your lighting automation. 

Please note that custom rhythms do not come with slow transitions. Instead, the lights 

will simply change from one mode to the other at the time specified by the light 
points. 

 
To create a custom rhythm: 

1. Tap on the + in the top right corner of the Rhythm menu 

2. Define the light points that suit you best by selecting light modes and starting 

time of the light points.  

3. Give your Rhythm a name to make it easier to identify later. 

4. Tap “Select” to apply new rhythm for your room.  

 

You can save up to 2 custom Rhythms, in addition to the circadian rhythm. 

 
 

Applied through any "ON" command 

 

Rhythms are triggered when an "ON" command is received, for example through the 

app, through a WiZmote (for IR remote compatible devices), through integrations 

like Google Assistant. They will not be applied if the command contains a light 

mode or a brightness level (e.g. "Ocean at 20%" will not trigger the Rhythm). 

 
If the mode scheduled for the current time is not supported by your type of light, 

your light will re-join the Rhythm whenever it uses a light mode supported by your 

light. 

 

 
Enjoy your #ConnectedLight…and shine on! 

The WiZ Team 
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